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 The Kartause Ittingen is in the north-east of Switzerland, approx. 1 hour away from Zurich. The complex 
was managed earlier by Carthusians and other users. Today it serves to different purposes, among the rest, as 
remains for the art museum of Thurgau. We were invited by the people responsible of the museum to think 
for an intervention in the context of the complex.

The walls interest us. The walls which separate one thing from the other. Elements which stamp the space 
and its community. Before the walls, others things take place than behind it. If one is on one side, he wants to 
know what‘s on the other side. Others want to hinder that the things on the other side of  the wall are compro-
mising the things on this side. The wall encloses and excludes. It is a spatial element to devide two things.   

We would like to walk on them. By walking on the wall-decks, the visitors find themselves precisely between 
two spaces. They stroll between two worlds. A movement far away from the ground and its reality. The foot-
paths extend to the landscape. They remain distant from the ground. With their pillar-forest, the footbridges 
draw a continuation of the carthusian walls.

The towers stand along the footbridges as landmarks and milestones. The visitors can use these towers as 
orientation. They are a scale and places to rest. They are the objects which vertically mark the edges and they 
stand for that what is on the other side.

Some of the towers are constructed by stacks of wood. A construction method we have observed on wood-
stacks around the complex. We would like to use this method to continue our wall-drawing to the west-side of 
the complex. Some of the existing stacks will be added. These wood-stacks are accessible.

These interventions are conceived as semi-permanent. This means, that the construction does not have to 
outlast more than about 5 years.
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stack of wood close to the  parking north-west end of the territory | 2



gate in the east-wall | walkway to the village | 3



stack of wood close to the  parking north-west end of the territory | footpath on top of it | 4



stack of wood close to the  parking north-west end of the territory | footpath on top of it | 5



tower of stacked wood 

Schedule

Summer 2011:   Design, development and definition of the project
    Definition of the next stage

Autumn/ Winter 2011/12: Fundraising 
Spring 2012:   Permissions / planning
Summer 2012:   Realisation 
    - Preparing constructions (builder/ carpenter), 
      CS partially on site
    - Construction and completion of this stage, definition of the next stage
      TKCS & team 14 days on site

Autumn/ Winter 2012/13: Fundraising 
Spring 2013:   Permissions / planning
Summer 2013:   Same as Summer 2012

Autumn/ Winter 2013/14: Fundraising 
Spring 2014:   Permissions / planning
Summer 2014:   Same as Summer 2012
     
Autumn/ Winter 2014/15: Fundraising 
Spring 2015:   Permissions / planning
Summer 2015:   Same as Summer 2012 + preparation of an exhibition

Budget

2011  Fees  Artist, Tadashi Kawamata     SFr        40‘000 
    Architect, Christophe Scheidegger 150 h  SFr 120  SFr        18‘000 
  Expences Maquettes / travelling costs / others    SFr        16‘000  
  Total 2011         SFr        74‘000 

2012  Construction (after tax)       SFr      250‘000 
  Fees  Artist, Tadashi Kawamata     SFr        65‘000 
    Architect, Christophe Scheidegger 340 h  SFr 120  SFr        40‘800
    Engineer    45 h  SFr 120  SFr          5‘400
  Expences Maquettes / travelling costs / others      SFr        16‘000 
  Total 2012         SFr      377‘200

2013  (same as 2012)         SFr     377‘200 
          
2014  (same as 2012)         SFr     377‘200 
         
2015  (same as 2012)         SFr     377‘200 
         
Total              SFr  1‘582‘800
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north-wall | footpath on top of it | 7



overview |  footpath‘s  on the territory-wall and around  the territory | 8 



view from above the vineyard to the Kartause Ittingen | footbridge extension | 9



view from south-east to north-west | 10



view over the  eastern fruit-tree field to the Kartause Ittingen | 11



view to the east-side of the Kartause Ittingen | 12



north-wall (view to east) | footpath on top of the wall | 13



east-wall (view to south) | footpath on top of the wall | 14



east-wall (view to north) | footpath on top of wall with extending footbridge to the east | 15



„Sidewalk“ Wiener Neustadt, 1996 |  „Estuaire“, Nantes, 2009/10 | 16



„Walkway andTower“, Essen, 2010 |  „work in progress“, Alkmaar, 1996-99 | 17


